A Night at the Chalet

by Matt Ryan & Noah Lloyd

This is the introductory scenario for a new campaign, which
uses the Pathfinder Playtest ruleset, but any RPG rules system would work. After the players make their characters – or
the next session depending on how long the character creation
process takes – immediately start this scenario.
GM Background: Elki Blüdstock is an evil Demonologist (Pathfinder Playtest Bestiary, page 119) who stole a magical
dagger, Maddoc’s Knife, and is using it to cut open the body
of an angel. Surrounded by six other evil cultists (treat as
Goblin Warriors without a ranged attack, page 74), Blüdstock
hopes to summon a powerful Boar Demon (Nalfeshnee)
(page 40). Reading from an ancient tome, The Codex Obscura,
he performs the ritual at his mountain chalet outside of town.
Besides the cultist, he is guarded by six human guards (treat
as Goblin Commandos without a ranged attack, page 74)
and two Werewolves (page 116). Bludstock’s purpose for the
summoning is unclear at the campaign’s start. How he got the
angel corpse, the dagger, and the tome are questions for future
sessions.

both dice indicating their highest number. Ask the players to
roll initiative, secretly roll Blüdstock’s, the cultists’, the guards’,
and the werewolves’ initiative, and then ask the players what
their characters do.
Move the game into combat rounds. The D12 and the D20
are countdown markers. Once the D12 hits 1, Blüdstock’s
spell succeeds and the Boar Demon rips its way from the
Abyss into the physical world, a process that destroys half of
the building’s second story. The D20 is the countdown the
werewolves’ arrival. To stop Blüdstock’s spell, the PCs have to
move quickly. Familiarize yourself with how movement works
in the system you are using and how fast the heroes can move
in a round. Use the accompanying battle mat to stage the
encounter.

Getting Inside: The heroes must first enter the house. Both
front and rear doors are guarded. The other two guards are
in the kitchen and upstairs in the hallway (see map). As the
sounds of the melee rage, Blüdstock stubbornly continues his
summoning. Entering the second-floor great room, the cultists
The Scene: Play starts with the adventurers stationed outside and Blüdstock stand in a circle around the slain body of an
the house Blüdstock uses. Fill them in on the basics. They
angel, which glows slightly with an amber aura and gives off a
are retrieving a stolen magical dagger, Maddoc’s Knife, which scent of cinnamon. Cultists peel off from the circle to prevent
has been traced to Elki Blüstock. A Lore check reveals that
the PCs from stopping Blüdstock. The demonologist conBlüdstock is a wealthy antiquarian with occult proclivities, who tinues his summoning, tome in hand, until the spell succeeds
owns several properties in and around Needle’s Point. A Naor he is interrupted. If he succeeds, the Boar Demon arrives,
ture check shows that the house is not often used, based on
and flies off through the huge hole in the wall and ceiling.
the condition of the surrounding woods. Three guards stand
Crazed with success (or failure, depending), Blüstock attacks
on the wrap-around deck, and the others wait inside (see GM’s the adventurers, calling for aid from any surviving guards and
map). A successful DC 10 Perception check reveals that light cultists. He fights to the death.
emanates from the front windows on both the basement and
When the D20 counts down to 1, the bloodthirsty and savmain levels.
age werewolves arrive, attacking everyone in the house. Two
World Building: Ask the players who asked/commanded/
werewolves in hybrid form should prove an adequate match
hired the characters to retrieve the dagger. What is the adven- for the heroes. If the werewolves are killed, they change back
turers’ reward? Ask if this is routine for the characters, or if
into human form. At least one is recognizable; ask the player
this is their first time performing such a deed. Are they taking who took the most damage who they are. Is it the person who
prisoners? Or are they charged with getting the dagger “at any hired the group to retrieve the magic dagger? This is more
cost”?
information for you to use to build your campaign. If any of
the PCs are wounded, they
Shift into High Gear:
are inflicted with the “Curse
Once you have satisfactory
of the Werewolf ” (Pathfinder
answers for your questions,
Playtest Bestiary, page 116).
the characters suddenly feel
their spines tingle and the
What’s next? Do the charhairs on their arms stand
acters return the magic knife,
on end. Any arcane or
following the boar demon
divine spellcasters realinland, or go through Blüdize that a portal between
stock’s house in town to find
worlds is opening, and
out where he got the tome?
some powerful magics
are happening inside the
house. Place a D12 and
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a D20 on the table, with

